
 

 

It’s Time to Fully Embrace the Electronic Title Process  
 

 
Half of the country has either decided to participate in or mandate the electronic title process for 
auto loans in lieu of paper titles. Michigan and Massachusetts being the newest. 
 
Your credit union has more than likely already heard about electronic titling. Maybe you’ve 
already made the switch from paper in particular states and reaped the benefits. Maybe you’re in 
a state like Massachusetts where it’s currently being mandated for all lenders to participate and 
you’re left with no choice but to learn the process and how it works.  
 
Whatever your case may be, it’s time to fully embrace electronic titling and it starts with all of us 
in this industry. Change can be scary, but change can also be good and necessary. Electronic 
titling is good and necessary.  
 
Electronic Lien and Title Services Reduce Fraud 
The Michigan Department of State reported in 2011 that they were missing 12,000 blank titles 
from a branch office. Several of those blank titles were later found in 2016 at DMV offices in 
Ohio and Iowa, which launched an investigation that found many stolen and cloned vehicles. 
More of these titles appeared again in the Midwest in 2017. This type of situation is a small 
example of the common fraudulent activity that has wreaked havoc on the car title industry in 
many different states.  
 
From falsified lien release letters to erasing lien holder information on paper titles, auto lenders 
across the country have been opened up to all different types of consumer fraud. Because of 
this, 24 states have implemented the electronic lien process, while 15 of those states have 
mandated participation from every lender. Michigan being the newest state.  
 
ELT reduces the chances of fraudulent activity dramatically. By holding liens electronically, only 
the lienholder of a record can electronically release the lien via a transaction in the ELT system – 
typically through a third party title service provider with a secure program that allows lenders to 
manage their electronic liens with enhanced data security. This process completely removes the 
possibility of paper title fraud like the three men in Grand Rapids, MI who erased lien 
information on titles in order to take out multiple loans on the same vehicles back in 2013.  
 
ELT Saves Time 
Paper title management is extremely time consuming in many ways. With ELT, lenders are 
largely reducing the common and pesky paper title issues that lead to both long turnaround and 
staff times. Participating in the ELT process can help lenders quickly identify inaccurate 
information and correct errors on title records long before vehicles are resold. Title service 
providers offer lenders the ability to have electronic titles automatically validated according to 
their criteria as each ELT is received.  
 
Delivery of snail mail has always been an issue when it comes to paper titles. How often are we 
told by a state DMV that a title was mailed out to our address over a month ago, but we don’t 
show any record of every receiving it? To add insult to injury, on-time delivery mail by the USPS 
has fallen very short this past year especially due to the pandemic. Lengthy ETAs for paper titles 
cause a ton of issues for lenders. DMVs and title service providers rid of waiting for paper titles 



to arrive in the mail through ELT by exchanging overnight electronic batch files when the 
electronic titles are issued.  
 
The same goes for electronic releasing the liens on those titles. Instead of manually releasing 
your lien on a paper title and handing it off to a member or customer with expectations that 
they’ll have the lien released at the DMV in a timely manner, lenders can quickly and simply 
electronically release their lien and prompt the DMV to send a lien free paper title to a specified 
address without any customer or member intervention.  
 
By signing up to an ELT program, lenders are able to spend staff time in other important areas 
while also providing higher customer service levels with shorter turnaround times. All while 
removing the stress that comes with paper titles.  
   
Transitioning from Paper to ELT Saves a Ton of Costs 
Change isn’t good unless it brings value, right? All of the benefits that come with transitioning to 
electronic titles are equal cost efficiency. The common problems that are faced with paper title 
management can be very costly – sometimes even leading to a canceled sale or legal 
involvement.  
 
Lenders save money in a ton of different ways by utilizing the ELT process. One example is 
postage costs. Consider all of the shipment fees with different carriers that add up daily. Does it 
seem to even be worth it when packages are regularly being delayed, misplaced, or lost? This 
doesn’t happen with ELT as the title data is being exchanged electronically between the state 
DMV and title service provider. 
 
The storage of paper titles can also be costly especially facility costs. ELT allows lenders to 
reduce those costs as the electronic titles are stored on a secure web-based program. This also 
reduces staffing required to store and pull those paper titles. 
 
Ordering duplicates is one of the biggest costs and challenges that come with paper titles. From 
a title being misplaced, to lost in the mail, to written on in error, there a multitude of reasons 
why lenders regularly have to order duplicate titles and it can be costly. Duplicate fees vary in 
each state, but some are much higher than others. Lenders also have to pay for either staffing 
to complete the duplicate process or outsource to other companies. On top of those costs, 
lengthy ETAs or rejections because of errors made on the duplicate application can lead to even 
more fees and possibly a voided sale. By participating in ELT, lenders have many less reasons to 
have to order a duplicate title. Electronic titles can’t be misplaced, or lost in the mail, or written 
on in error.  
 
The electronic process reduces fraud, saves time, and shrinks operating fees by introducing 
greater automation, decreasing the number of touch points involved, and removing all of the 
costs associated with paper title storage.  
 
Learn More:  
To learn more about how to make the switch from paper to PDP Group’s ELT Program, please 
click here. Or you may contact Dean Martino, Director, CCUA Director, Business Development, at 
dmartino@ccua.org or 508-229-5615. 
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